Dear IMPRS Supervisors,

According to our IMPRS rules, we should have a thesis committee for each student, which should have the following composition:

- the "official" supervisor responsible vis à vis the respective university
- another scientist from the group / field in which the thesis takes place (project supervisor(s)).
- a scientist chosen by the student whom he/she can address in the case of personal problems

Please set up a thesis committee and provide us the following information:

**Student's Name:** .................................................................

**University:** LMU...........TUM.......... other.................................................................

**Official Starting Date:** .................................................................

**Preliminary Title:** ...........................................................................

**Thesis committee**

**Doctoral Thesis Supervisor ("Official" Supervisor):** .................................................................

**Project Supervisor(s):** ...........................................................................

**Other Members:** .............................................................................

Thank you very much for your cooperation!

Prof. Dr. Werner Becker